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Turning Back Time 
If time is on your side, then how can
it be your worst enemy? Aging is
inevitable, but its effects are some-
times difficult to accept. From crow’s
feet and puffy eyes to sagging skin
and double chins, no one looks for-
ward to looking older. Fortunately,
plastic surgery is no longer a lifestyle
for the rich and famous. The continu-
al advances in technology provide
more options for patients, and what
was once an opportunity for the
wealthy is now available to people
from all walks of life.

Dr. Burke Robinson and his staff at
Robinson Facial Plastic Surgery can
help turn back the hands of Father
Time, making you look as good as, if
not better than, you feel. With over
19 years of experience, Dr. Robinson
is a nationally recognized, double-
board certified leader in facial plastic
and reconstructive surgery. While Dr.
Robinson’s patients value his expert-
ise and extensive training, his sincere
demeanor makes them feel relaxed.
According to Marie Tillery, patient
coordinator for Robinson Facial
Plastic Surgery, “Patients feel com-
fortable with Dr. Robinson because
he listens to them intently and then
determines which procedure is best
from his perspective as a surgeon.”
She continues, “He explains the sur-
gical information in a way that makes
sense to patients – they feel safe with
him.” With so many options avail-
able, Dr. Robinson is attentive to
each patient’s needs and desires,
ensuring that he or she receives the
best possible results. 
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Robinson Facial Plastic Surgery offers
state-of-the-art procedures and inno-
vative treatments, including in-office
fillers to smooth over fine lines and
wrinkles. Whether you wish to
remove excess skin from your upper
eyelids or take advantage of one of
the newest procedures – the mid-
facelift – Robinson Facial Plastic
Surgery employs the latest methods to
prevent and correct imperfections,
leaving every patient looking and
feeling like a new person. Inside Dr.
Robinson’s office is a skin care clinic,
Visage, where licensed Esthetician
Heather Davis has been with Dr.
Robinson for over seven years.
Heather specializes in products and
procedures to improve your skin’s
appearance, including microder-

mabrasion, various chemical peels,
and medical grade skincare treat-
ments. “I’m proud to be able to bring
skill, knowledge and seamless collab-
oration to helping clients look and
feel their best,” comments Heather.

With impeccable credentials and
respect amongst his peers, Dr.
Robinson’s skill and expertise,
coupled with his approachable
personality, are creating a buzz in the
community. Because he performs
surgery only on the face, he is highly
specialized in facial plastic and
reconstructive surgery, and has a keen
eye to a very natural look. Suzy Heer,
a patient of Dr. Robinson, says, “I had
plastic surgery for no one else except
the woman staring back at me in the
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mirror. It undoubtedly put a little lilt in
my step!” The staff is knowledgeable,
having also had procedures done by
Dr. Robinson and able to talk about
their experiences to patients firsthand.

While growing older is unavoidable,
looking older is preventable. At
Robinson Facial Plastic Surgery, you
will receive the personal attention and
specialized care that you desire. Face
it: Time may never be on your side,
but your face doesn’t have to prove it!

To learn more about Robinson Facial
Plastic Surgery, call the Alpharetta loca-
tion at 770.667.3090 or the Dunwoody
location at 404.843.1588, or log onto
www.robinsonfps.com.
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